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CAPILLARY RISE/RISING DAMPNESS
WATERPROOFING:

EXTERNAL WALL
WATERPROOFING:

This service addresses the perinniel issue of
rising moisture through porous surfaces like

walls. Capillary rise occurs when water from the
ground is absorbed by the building materials like

bricks and cement plaster.

External wall waterproofing process seals any
major hairline cracks and further a protective
barrier treatment is applied on the outer walls

of a structure, preventing rainwater
penetration and potential damage to the

interior.

 UniPro's Moisture Barrier treatment prevents
unsightly damp patches and mold on interior
walls, ensuring that your meticulously crafted

designs remain pristine and unaffected by water-
related damages. It can withstand negative

waterpressure and lasts long protecting your well
designed interiors.

Safeguards the structural integrity of your
design by shielding it from external elements,

allowing your creative vision to endure
without the risk of water-induced flaking and

cracks. 

Welcome to a realm where design meets durability, and creativity finds its
sanctuary. Our specialized waterproofing services redefine the canvas for
interior designers, ensuring not just aesthetics, but a foundation that
withstands the test of time. 

As your trusted partner, we invite you to explore a world where the fluidity of
design converges seamlessly with the solidity of our innovative waterproofing
solutions. Because without our foolproof services, the masterpiece of your
interiors might risk fading away, and we believe every brushstroke of creativity
deserves to remain vibrant, protected, and everlasting. 

Specialized Range of Services for Interior Designers
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TILED TOILET FLOOR
WATERPROOFING:

TOILET RCC/PCC FLOOR
WATERPROOFING:

This service waterproofs the exisiting leaky tiled
floor without removing the tiles or damaging

them. The process involves saturating
waterproofing solutions beneath tiled surfaces

which are usually super absorbant in bathrooms
to prevent water seepage and protect the utility

areas and walls around. 

A comprehensive waterproofing protocol for
entire toilet floors, guarding against leaks

and water damage to the building structure
at 2 levels. 

Ensures the longevity and aesthetics of your
meticulously chosen tiles, creating a durable
foundation for your bathroom designs that

withstands the challenges of moisture. 

Preserves the overall design integrity of
bathrooms, allowing you to focus on

creating beautiful and functional spaces
without the worry of water-related issues

affecting your work. 
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ROOF GARDEN/PLANTER
BOX WATERPROOFING:

TERRACE WATERPROOFING:

Antiroot waterproofing for roof gardens and
planter boxes prevents water from seeping into

the building structure beneath or near by,
protecting it from potential damage induced by

moisture/dampness.

 A comprehensive waterproofing protocol for
entire toilet floors, guarding against leaks

and water damage to the building structure
at 2 levels. 

 Ensures that your the well crafed foliage
flourish without compromising the building's
structural integrity, creating sustainable and

visually stunning outdoor spaces. 
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Preserves the integrity of your terrace designs,
allowing you to create inviting outdoor spaces
without concerns about water-related issues

from above. This service ensures that the
terrace/roof slab remains a durable and

aesthetically pleasing extension of your interior
designs 

DISCLAIMER: Whilst the information contained herein is true, accurate and represents our best knowledge and experience, no warranty is given or
implied with any recommendations made by us, our representatives or company, as the conditions of use and the competence of any labour involved

in the application are beyond our control.

+91 9544308555
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customerservice@uniprogroup.in

Alisha Building, Ground Floor, Off -Seaport - Airport Road, 
Near Sunrise Hospital, Mavelipuram, Kakkanad PO, Kerala 682030, India.
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